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Abstract. Environmental problems are recognized as one of the most serious
issues in these last few decades. Green supply chain management and sustainable supply chain management have gained increasing attention within both academia and industry. Previous studies proposed a closed-loop supply chain model and a negotiation protocol for increasing the amount of reused products and
reducing waste products. This study improves the negotiation protocol for further increasing the reused products and reducing the waste. A remanufacturer
can economically collect a lot of used products by negotiating with a client in
consideration of both the required prices from the remanufacture and the possible times to dispose of the used products from the client. A prototype of a simulation system for a closed-loop supply chain is developed in order to evaluate
the effectiveness of the new negotiation protocol. Experimental results show
that the new protocol can reuse more products than the previous one.
Keywords: Closed-loop supply chain, Reverse supply chain, Reuse, Negotiation, Scheduling, Genetic algorithm, Weibull distribution.
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Introduction

Environmental problems are recognized as one of the most serious issues in these last
few decades. Many manufacturing enterprises focus on incorporating not only economical but also environmental concerns into their strategic decisions [1]. Green supply chain management [2, 3] and sustainable supply chain management [4-7] have
gained increasing attention within both academia and industry. The concept of the
green supply chain management (GrSCM) covers all the phases of a product’s life
cycle, from the extraction of raw materials through the design, production and distribution phases, to the use of products by consumers and their disposal at the end of the
product’s life cycle including reconditioning, reuse, and recycling of products.
Products and materials are returned from customers to suppliers or manufacturers
through reverse supply chains in order to be recycled, reused or reconditioned.
Gungor and Gupta [8] indicated that the effort must be made for environmentally
conscious manufacturing and product recovery systems to be profitable so that the
incentive for development and planning of these systems continues. Then, it is required to establish a method for reconditioning, reuse, and recycling of used products
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in consideration of the feasibility of realizing a balance between environmental and
economic concerns.
Previous study have proposed a basic model of closed-loop supply chains and a
negotiation protocol for reusing products in consideration of economic efficiency [9].
The negotiation protocol provides a method for synchronizing the demand of reusable
parts and the supply of used products among the organizations in the closed-loop
supply chains. However some used products may become waste products by inconsistency between the demand and the supply of the used products from the viewpoint
of product value. This study improves the negotiation protocol for further increasing
the reused products and reducing the waste. A customer usually discards a product by
stochastic means in consideration of its life cycle. New protocol provides a customer
with a method for discarding a product systematically. A remanufacturer can prospectively enter into a contract with a customer through negotiation with the customer in
consideration of both the required prices from the remanufacturer and the possible
time to dispose of the used product from the customer.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows literature review. Section 3 briefly describes the previous supply chain model. Section 4 explains
new negotiation protocol. Finally, Section 5 demonstrates experimental results.
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Literature Review

A large number of literatures have been published on a closed-loop supply chain
which involves studies on network design problems, product acquisition management,
marketing-related issues, etc. [10]. Guide et al. [11] takes a contingency approach to
explore the factors that impact production planning and control for closed-loop supply
chains that incorporate product recovery. Nielsen and Bruno [12] analyzed the possibility to utilize closed loop supply chains in mass customization settings and required
certain aspects to be considered regarding product design as well as manufacturing
and supply chain design. Hassini et al. [6] indicated that quite few papers addressed
the pricing issue in a sustainable supply chain context during the last decade.
The market requires environmentally conscious products, such as electric vehicles
and wind turbines. However, most of them include rare earths and other rare materials
in main component parts, such as batteries and magnets. The U.S. Department of
Energy reports that five rare earth elements, such as dysprosium, terbium, europium,
neodymium and yttrium, are found to be critical in the short term (present - 2015) and
other elements, such as cerium, indium, lanthanum and tellurium, are found to be
near-critical [13]. The approach to proactively address material supply risks and prevent supply chain disruptions while building a robust clean energy economy has three
pillars: achieving globally diverse supplies, identifying appropriate substitutes, and
improving capacity for recycling, reuse and more efficient use of critical materials.
Used products that incorporate rare resources like rare earths can be considered as a
valuable resource.
A product is usually discarded in consideration of its life cycle. Takata et al. [14]
analyzed the actual life cycle data of copying machine. Based on the analysis of the

data, they proposed several models for identifying a collection rate and a discard rate
of copying machines. Umeda et al. [15] analyzed product lifecycles of several products, such as a single use camera, a photocopier, and an automatic teller machine
(ATM), from the viewpoint of the reusability. They point out that a product can be
reused only when a manufacturer manufactures and sells same types of products in
the market. In consideration of the reusability of product in the market, the used product should be returned from customers to suppliers or manufacturers as soon as possible, since the product life cycle appears to becoming shorter in recent years.
A lot of used products may become waste products in traditional recovery approaches, since customers discard products without consideration for reuse of the
products whenever they want. A strategy for economical reuse of products is required
to collect suitable products from customers and to provide manufacturers with reusable parts disassembled from the used products. Our study proposes a negotiation protocol which synchronizes the demand of reusable parts and the supply of used products among the organizations in the closed-loop supply chains. In the case where a lot
of usable parts are required for generating new products, customers are stimulated to
discard products for reuse. On the other hand, when few parts are required, customers
are discouraged from discarding products. As if the remanufacturer deals with customers like virtual warehouses, the remanufacturer can economically collect suitable
used products without various kinds of additional cost for warehouse and safety stock.

3

Previous Supply Chain Model

3.1

Modeling of Forward Supply Chains

This section briefly describes a model of forward and reverse supply chains which we
have proposed in previous studies [8, 16, 17], in order to help understanding our
closed-loop supply chain strategy. The previous studies have represented a framework
for dynamically forming and reconfiguring a supply chain as a dynamic supply chain
[16, 17]. Each organization in the supply chains can change business partners for
every order to find suitable business partners and enter into profitable contracts.
A three-layered supply chain model consisting of a client, a manufacturer, and a
supplier has been proposed as a basic model of forward supply chain which involves
make-to-order (MTO) companies with no inventories [17]. It is assumed that only the
supplier has sufficient raw materials but no inventory of final products. The model
has provided with both the negotiation process to determine the suitable prices and
delivery times of products among the three-layered organizations and the modification process of the production schedules in the supplier and the manufacturer. A client
and a manufacturer sequentially send orders which include the requirements of delivery times and prices of the ordered products. A supplier and a manufacturer modify
their existing production schedules by using a genetic algorithm (GA) and send offers
for the orders, respectively. The offers include information about possible delivery
times and bid prices of the ordered products. The actual delivery times and prices are
determined by the negotiation processes among the organizations.

3.2

Modeling of Closed-Loop Supply Chains

The forward supply chain model extended to a closed-loop supply chain model consisting of both MTO companies in forward supply chains and remanufacturing-toorder companies in reverse supply chains [8]. Figure 1 shows a basic model of a
closed-loop supply chain. A model component in the reverse supply chain receives a
used product from a client and provides assembly manufacturers with usable parts.
The component is referred to as a remanufacturer in the study.
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Fig. 1. Closed-loop supply chain model

A remanufacturer has neither stock of usable parts nor used products. A remanufacturer generates an order for used product and sends it to clients when the remanufacturer receives an order for a usable part from a manufacturer. After receiving an
offer for a used product from a client, a remanufacturer generates an offer for a usable
part and sends it to a manufacturer. A remanufacturer modifies its disassembly schedule and estimates the possible delivery time dtrFs,h,n and the bid price pcrFs,h,n of the
usable part by using the following equations.

dtrsF,h,n  ctrs,h,n

(1)
G

( s ,n, r )
pcrsF,h,n  tcrs,h,n  rwrs,h,n  pnrs,h,n   pnrsRv
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where
ctrs,h,n
tcrs,h,n
rwrs,h,n
pnrs,h,n

Completion time of a usable part recovered by remanufacturer Rs
Total cost for buying, disassembling and repairing of a used product
Reward for a usable part required by remanufacturer Rs
Penalty charge due to delay in delivery time of a usable part

The estimated profit epfs,h,n is calculated by the following equation.
G

( s,n, r )
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,h, g
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(3)

A remanufacturer considers a balance between supply and demand of reusable
parts in the negotiation protocol. When a lot of usable parts are required by manufacturers, a remanufacturer stimulates clients to discard products for reuse by indicating
high required prices for the used products to the clients. The clients discard products
even if the products don’t satisfy the condition of their life cycles estimated based on
the Weibull distribution which is commonly used to model life data [18]. On the other
hand, when few usable parts are required, remanufacturers indicate low required prices to discourage clients from discarding products. Then, the remanufacturer can increase the amount of reused products whenever they want and reduce waste products.
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Negotiation Protocol

This study improves the negotiation protocol to increase the reusability of products.
There are three ways for a remanufacturer to obtain used products in the following:
1. Push type discarding strategy: This is a conventional approach. A client discards a
product by stochastic means in consideration of its life cycle. Failure rate of product is usually used to estimate when a client discards a product. The Weibull distribution is used in the study to estimate product’s life cycle. A client discards a
product, when it has been used beyond its life cycle. The discarded products should
be stored temporarily, since a client does not consider the condition of reuse of the
product. A remanufacture can obtain only the stored product for reuse. In the case
where no remanufacturers need the stored product for a certain period, it must be
disposed as a waste product.
2. Pull type discarding strategy: This is proposed in the previous research. A remanufacturer stimulates the intention of a client to discard a product, when a used product is required for reuse. A remanufacturer indicates high required prices for a used
product to a client. The product’s value is estimated based on the Weibull distribution in the study. It decreases with the time of usage of the product. The client
evaluates a motivation for discarding a product by using the following equations
and determines which product is discarded. If a much lower price is indicated for a
used product, it is stochastically discarded and may become a waste product.

mv p',n'  rn
mv p ',n ' 



pcrsO,n  PV (t )  dcc p ',n '
pcrsO,n

  t   
PV (t )  PV (0)  exp    
    
where
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(4)
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(6)

Motivation for providing a remanufacturers with a product for reuse

rn
pcrOs,n
PV(t)
dccp’,n’
PV(0)
β
η
t

Random numbers
Required price for a product. It is determined by a remanufacturer
Product’s value. It is estimated based on the Weibull distribution.
Cost for discarding a product by client Cp’
Initial value of product. It equals to the purchase price of product.
Shape parameter which determines the mode of failure.
Scale parameter which defines the life of product.
Time of usage of product.

3. Negotiation type discarding strategy: In the case where a client does not accept an
order from a remanufacturer for discarding a product from the viewpoint of the required price, the client provides the remanufacturer with a possible time to dispose
of the product as an offer. The product’s value decreases with the time of usage of
product according to the Weibull distribution, as shown in Fig. 2. The client estimates the time when the product’s value equals to the required price sent from the
remanufacturer by using the following equation.

ln t  ln 

  PV t   
lnln

   PV 0  
1

(7)

The remanufacturer evaluates the offer from the client by modifying a disassembly
schedule and estimates a profit by using Eq. (3). The remanufacturer prospectively
enters into a contract with the client by accepting the offer from the client. Then,
the remanufacturer can obtain a lot of used products by negotiating with the client
in consideration of both the required prices from the remanufacturer and the possible time to dispose of the used products from the client.
Product’s value

Present value
of product

Remanufacturer’s
required price

Present time

Possible time
to dispose

Time of usage

Fig. 2. Estimation of time to dispose of product based on the Weibull distribution
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Computational Experiments

A prototype of a simulation system for closed-loop supply chains has been developed
using Windows-based networked computers (Intel Core 2 Duo E8500 3.16 GHz CPU

with 1.99 GB of RAM). Two suppliers, two manufacturers, a remanufacturer, and a
client were implemented as agents on different six computers, respectively.
In the initial conditions, the suppliers and the manufacturers had same job-shop
type production schedules consisting of 5 resources and 20 contracted parts, and 10
resources and 20 contracted products, respectively. The client continuously generated
100 new orders and negotiated with two manufacturers during the experiments for
about 6 hours. The manufacturers generated orders and negotiated among the two
suppliers and one remanufacturer every 30 seconds of bidding time in order to generate offers for the client. Population size, crossover rate, and mutation rate of the GA
were 30, 0.8, and 0.2, respectively.
Experimental results of the model with new negotiation protocol including negotiation type discarding strategy were compared with ones of the model with the previous
protocol including only push and pull type discarding strategies. Ten experiments
were carried out for the new model and the previous model, respectively. The experimental results are summarized in Table 1. The remanufacturer in the new model can
increase the amount of reused products more than the one in the previous model. The
new model can reuse about 10 % more products than the previous one. According to
the rate of reused parts in new products, there are more chances to assemble the reusable parts into new products in the new model than the one with the previous model.
However the remanufacturer doesn’t obtain a very large profit, since it should pay the
penalty charge in the case of delay in the required delivery time of usable part.
Table 1. Comparison between experimental results of the two models

Number of reused products [av]
Number of waste products [av]
Rate of reuse to discard [av] (%)
Rate of reused parts in new products [av] (%)
Profit of remanufacturer [av] (*103 $)
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Previous model
24.8
36.3
40.6
33.1
62.8

New model
31.7
31.6
50.0
42.1
64.8

Conclusion

Previous studies proposed a closed-loop supply chain model and a negotiation protocol for increasing the amount of reused products and reducing waste products. This
study improves the negotiation protocol for further increasing the reused products and
reducing the waste. A remanufacturer can prospectively enter into a contract with a
client by accepting the offer for possible time to dispose of product. Then, a lot of
used products are economically collected by a remanufacturer through negotiation
with a client in consideration of both the required prices from the remanufacture and
the possible times to dispose of the used products from the client. Some experiments
were carried out by using the developed simulation system for a closed-loop supply
chain. Experimental results of the model with new negotiation protocol were compared with the one of previous protocol. The results show that the new protocol can
reuse about 10 % more products than the previous one.
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